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uncharted spaces as a needle in a haystack; meanwhile
the unfortunate pilot and passengers would be exposed
to a lingering death, the horrors of which it is advisable
not to think about. The twentieth-century pilot could
not submit to the fatalism of the Bedouin, so well pic-
tured by Hassanein Bey in his book. The Lost Oases:
". . , it is then that the Bedouin, when he has offered
up his prayers to the Almighty Power for deliverance,
when he has offered up his prayers and they have not
been granted, it is then that he draws his jerd around
him, and sinking down upon the sands awaits with
astounding equanimity the decreed death. This is the
faith in which the journey across the desert must be
made."
Something a good deal more substantial was needed
to provide for contingencies that might so easily lead to
fatal results. The region between Amman and Ramadi,
usually dismissed on the maps as the Syrian Desert and
left at that, is, unlike the country between Amman and
Cairo, peculiarly deficient in landmarks which a pilot
can follow and thus check his position. Perhaps it is
truer to say that though it does possess a multitude of
landmarks, they are so easy to confuse with one another
that for the most part they mislead instead of guiding,
It therefore became necessary to create artificial land-
marks. Various suggestions were put forward for doing
this cheaply and effectively, one of which was to make
craters in the ground at short intervals by blowing up
explosive charges. But an even simpler means was
found, and this was the track of the wheels of a convoy
of cars run over the desert, which made a continuous
landmark that the pilot could keep in view the whole
time. The pilot has only got to follow the track, and if

